Our company was founded in 2019. We create
products that are comfortable for work and
leisure. Most of the products are patented by
us. This means that we produce unique
models that have no analogues in the world.

We use state-of-the-art high-precision
equipment and employ experienced
specialists. We constantly follow new trends,
think ahead and create useful and original
solutions for life.
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1. STALK multifunctional potato digger;

6. STALK reinforced tiling shovel;

2. STALK manual cultivator;

7. STALK digging fork 5 cogs;

3. STALK manual drill with ratchet
mechanism and folding handle
100mm/180mm;

8. STALK narrow digging fork 4 cogs;

4. Cyclone manual cultivator;

5. STALK reinforced U-shaped shovel;

9. 4-in-1 set (hoe, ripper, rake, ridging
plow);
10. STALK folding grill (steel/stainless
steel)

The latest invention for digging out potatoes and
other root vegetables, as well as loosening and
digging the soil. It allows you to treat the soil in
a nonmouldboard way, that is, without turning it
over. Therefore, the upper fertile and lower nonfertile layers of the ground do not mix, allowing
moisture and microelements to be preserved in
the soil. And, all weed roots are extracted to the
surface by tool knives. The potato digger allows
you to relief the load from your back, as there is
no need to bend or squat. Reliable and very
convenient, easy to operate.

Lightweight, convenient to use and effective
tool. The cultivator is designed in such a way
that it loosens only the fertile layer of soil, in
a nonmouldboard way.
The unique patented design of the cultivator
allows you to loosen the piece of land you
need without any load on your back. You can
use the cultivator on any soil, even with
small stones and gravel. STALK cultivatorripper is easy to use. It is accessible for
seniors, women and even children.

STALK manual drill is a unique proprietary tool for
drilling holes in the ground. The uniqueness of the
drill is its handle which has a ratchet mechanism
that allows to drill without doing a full round of
the handle. And one of the drill handles has a
hinged mechanism and can be moved from
horizontal to vertical position and fixed in both
positions. Thus, we move the drill handle to a
vertical position, put the drill closely against the
wall and drill, moving the handle back and forth
with the help of a ratchet. It has detachable
augers for 100 mm and 180 mm.

CYCLONE MANUAL
CULTIVATOR
This patented model allows you to work
at any land lot without too much load
on your back. It is designed for areas
where soil needs to be processed
selectively, but it also shows good
results on solid areas. The shape of
clogs made of durable sheet metal
makes it easy to loose the ground.

STALK REINFORCED USHAPED SHOVEL
Reinforced U-shaped shovel (rail
steel). The shank is made of metal
pipe with a plastic handle. The
shovel is resistant to high loads,
having a relatively small weight.

STALK REINFORCED TILING
SHOVEL
Reinforced tiling shovel (rail steel). The
shank is made of metal pipe with a
plastic handle. The shovel is resistant to
high loads, having a relatively small
weight.

STALK DIGGING FORK
5 COGS
Digging fork with 5 cogs (25 cm width) is
designed for digging heavy and difficult
soils, digging out root vegetables. The
shank is made of strong, lightweight
steel pipe with plastic handle on the
end, the cogs are made of durable
metal, in a shape of flat knives pointed
and curved at the end which are
resistant to loads and experience less
soil resistance, allowing soil to be
excavated with less effort.

STALK DIGGING FORK
(NARROW) 4 COGS
Digging fork with 4 cogs (narrow, 15
cm width) are designed for digging
heavy and complex soils in narrow
places (interrows, etc.). The shunk is
made of strong, yet lightweight steel
pipe with a plastic handle on the end.
The cogs are made of metal, in the
shape of flat knives, pointed and
curved at the end, which are resistant
to loads and experience less soil
resistance, allowing soil to be
excavated with less effort.

STALK 4-IN-1 SET (HOE, RIPPER,
RAKE, RIDGING PLOW)
4-in-1 is a universal set. Detachable
shunk made of light metal tube with
removable pieces - hoe, rake, ridging
plow, ripper with 7 cogs in cat claw
shape. Good for transportation. Easy to
work on any soils thanks to the
selection of detachable pieces.

STALK FOLDING GRILL
(steel)

Steel folding grill has a unique patented shape. The
bottom is made of a solid iron sheet, it has two
sloping faces and welded sidewalls. Folding shelves
on the sides have two reinforcement ribs, which
hold the grill shape at high temperatures and fight
any deformation. The grill is very easy to fold and
unfold, you just need to pull the legs from the
bottom to the sides, lift the folding sides and install
the side shelves. When folded, the grill is very
compact 50 cm by 30 cm and is only 8 cm high. The
grill is provided with a comfortable and durable
bag, which allows you to transport and carry the
grill without any inconvenience. This durable and
reliable grill will serve you many years making open
air cooking comfortable and enjoyable.

STALK FOLDING GRILL
(stainless steel)
Foldable stainless steel grill has a unique patented
shape. The bottom is made of a solid stainless steel
sheet, it has two sloping faces and welded sidewalls.
Folding shelves on the sides have two reinforcement
ribs, which hold the grill shape at high temperatures
and fight any deformation. The grill is very easy to fold
and unfold, you just need to pull the legs from the
bottom to the sides, lift the folding sides and install
the side shelves. When folded, the grill is very
compact 50 cm by 30 cm and is only 8 cm high. The
grill is provided with a comfortable and durable bag,
which allows you to transport and carry the grill
without any inconvenience. This durable and reliable
grill made of stainless steel does not rust and is
protected from deformation.

CONTACTS
Address: Bryansk region, Zhukovka, Telmana
str., 43
Our website: https://stalk32.ru/
Telephone: +7 (48334) 3-01-00;
+ 7 (919) 291 50 94;
+ 7 (919) 291 50 95.
E-mail: sale@stalk32.ru

